2100 Series Features
- Wireless options only work with the current 2100 Series phones
- Phone is designed for 12vdc power
- Programmable with up to 5 emergency telephone numbers
- Location message (18 seconds) with Human Voice Recognition
- On-site programming
- Pictorial keypad
- Built-in battery backup recharges from 12vdc power. Allows for a minimum of 4 hours of talk time upon loss of power.
- Temperature range -40F to +150F
- Automatic dialer (31 digit programmable memory)
- Programming error indicator
- Automatic answer feature
- ADA compliant speaker phones (meets all requirements of ADA, ASME A17 and B44 codes for elevator emergency phones)
- 3 year warranty

Wi-Fi VoIP Features
- The Wi-Fi VoIP system uses VoIP to communicate with emergency services. Push the button and the elevator phone will wirelessly communicate through an existing Wi-Fi network.
- Dual band 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz
- Supports standard 802.11 a, b, g, n
- Requires RATH® In Car IP Phone
- Requires 12vdc power with battery backup
- Requires Wi-Fi Network utilized with a VoIP phone system
- Install as a stand alone unit or use with RATH® IP Command Center system